TARGET T
THE FIRST, THE MOST SUCCESSFUL.
Being a forerunner means having a main advantage: time. Our Victrix Target
boasts victories in F-Class FTR nationals, worldwide championships, and
competitions. Being the first means having a main advantage: time.

TARGET T
DATA SHEET

Destination use
Sporting by bipod
Caliber
.308 Win. Match (1/11 - 30”)
.308 Win. Match (1/10 -32”)
6,5 Creedmoor (1/8,5 - 30”)
6,5x47 Lapua (1/8,5 - 30”)

Base rifle
Lothar Walther lapped barrel in AISI 420 with stainless steel finishing, muzzle at 1”
Laminate wood stock
Anima® system, stock with monolithic bedding in light alloy
Integrated action rail 20 MoA
Anschutz-type rail in light alloy for mounting a bipod
Single-shot action in AISI 630 worked out from billet through milling
and turning. Bolt with six symmetric lugs, dirt/ice grooves
integral
Matt PVD finish on the action and polished PVD finish on the bolt
Victrix Single-stage Sporting T trigger adjustable, standard setting
160 gr (5.64 oz) (+/- 20 gr / 0.71 oz)
Bag for a safe transport in rifle case
Explorer case for transport with military specifications cod. 13513
User manual and welcome kit

Stock colour
All stocks are in laminate wood and available in the following
colours:
Smokey Grey
Horizon Blue
Canyon Red
Optional
Buttpad vertical adjustment
Victrix target spacer

Barrel length
See calibers above
Weight
6.94 kg (15.30 lb) no scope, barrel length 30”
7.07 kg (15.59 lb) no scope, barrel length 32”
The weight may vary of +/- 100 gr (3.53 oz) depending on the origin
of the raw material
Dimension
Overall length 1240 mm (48.82”)
With barrel length 30”
Overall length 1290 mm (50.79”)
With barrel length 32”

Smokey Gray
Horizon Blue
Canyon Red
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